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Motivation and objectives

Heliospheric shocks: low-Mach number magnetized shocks

Astrophysical shocks: very high-Mach number shocks, sub-relativistic
(SNR) or ultrarelativistic (GRB), low-magnetized or unmagnetized
plasmas

Internal structure very different?

Magnetized shocks:ion convective gyroradius determines the main
scale of the transition layer

Unmagnetized shocks: filamentary instability responsible, extended
foreshock

Common necessary processes: ion deceleration and heating, electron
energization

Similarity: cross-shock electric fields and non-adiabatic dynamics of
the ions in the shock front
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Outline

Observations: in situ measurements of heliospheric shocks vs indirect
evidence from astrophysical shocks

Magnetized vs un-magnetized

Ions as designers of the shock profile

Electron heating
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Why quasi-perpendicular shocks ?

Random direction of the magnetic field in interstellar medium

More likely to have quasi-perpendicular regime in the ISM frame

More likely to have quasi-perpendicular regime in the non-relativistic
shocks frame

In the relativistic shock frame the tangential magnetic field is
enhanced by the factor γ while the normal field does not change

In the shock frame tan θ & γ, that is, the shock is essentially
perpendicular.
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Heliospheric shocks: in situ observations (fields)

T. S. Horbury et al.: Cluster magnetic field bowshock observations 1403
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Fig. 4. High resolution magnetic field at all four Cluster spacecraft,
during the quasi-perpendicular bowshock crossing shown in Fig. 3,
plotted in terms of distance from the bowshock. Components are
plotted in a coordinate system where BN is parallel to the shock
normal, B⊥1 is perpendicular to the normal and the upstream field
direction, and B⊥2 completes the right-handed set.

(L) direction is, for the quasi-perpendicular shocks presented
here, close to the mean field, ⊥2 vector, and therefore ⊥1 is
close to theM direction.
The consistency, in Fig. 4, between the field magnitude

profiles at the four spacecraft is remarkable, with a sim-
ilar ramp, overshoot, undershoot and downstream oscilla-
tion. These data demonstrate that the field magnitude pro-
file through the shock was time-stationary with respect to
the shock – that is, it was a standing oscillation, as previ-
ously shown in dual spacecraft observations (e.g. Scudder
et al., 1986). There was some compressive wave activity
in the foot of the shock (we return to upstream waves in
later sections) as well as high frequency wave activity in all
three components and the magnitude in the immediate vicin-
ity (± ≈ 200 km) of the ramp.
The observed magnetic field magnitude profile is broadly

consistent with expectations based on theory and earlier ob-
servations. The shock structure is self-regulating with the
shock electric field adjusting readily to reflect exactly the
right number of ions to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot con-
ditions. Since for the quasi-perpendicular shock the perpen-
dicular magnetic field component is proportional to the ion
density, we also expect the field to be steady. The length of
the shock foot (as identified by the extent of the upstream
fluctuations) is roughly 150 km. Livesey et al. (1982) found
typical shock overshoot (which they defined as being from
the beginning of the foot to the bottom of the undershoot)
lengths of a few ion inertial lengths, with a mode around 6.
The upstream ion inertial length for the 00:03 shock, on the
basis of ACE L1 plasma measurements and the local mag-
netic field, was ≈ 59 km; from Fig. 4 the overshoot length is
≈ 300 km, consistent with the results of Livesey et al. (1982).
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Fig. 5. Cross correlations between spacecraft for data between 200
and 1000 km downstream of the 00:03 shock. Data for each space-
craft are cross correlated with those from spacecraft 1 for each field
coordinate in the same system as Fig. 4. Colours are black, red,
green and magenta for spacecraft 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.

The profile of the two field components perpendicular to
the average field direction, BN and B⊥1, is strikingly differ-
ent to that of the field magnitude. Large amplitude (δB/B ≈
0.5) non-compressive waves begin after the overshoot, and
continue downstream past 1000 km. Unlike the field magni-
tude variations, the wave activity in the components perpen-
dicular to the field is not well correlated between spacecraft.
While statistically similar at all four spacecraft, it is not pos-
sible to identify the same structures in more than one time
series. This is despite the fact that spacecraft 1, 3 and 4 en-
countered the shock near-simultaneously (within around 3 s
of each other, similar to the duration of the ramp in the space-
craft frame). These waves are not, therefore, standing rela-
tive to the shock surface and are likely to have a scale size
less than the inter-spacecraft separation, around 1000 km;
since their downstream scale parallel to the shock normal
is around 100 km, this is not surprising. This is consistent
with the results of Winske and Quest (1988), who found that
fluctuations had scales parallel to the shock surface of a few
c/ωi, around 200 km here.
A wavelet analysis of the wave activity around the shock,

not presented here, indicates that the high frequency waves
around the shock ramp are right hand polarised relative to
the local magnetic field direction in the spacecraft frame.
These upstream waves appear to be consistent with upstream
whistlers, as predicted at sub-critical shocks (e.g. Mellott and
Greenstadt, 1984), although the shocks observed here are su-
percritcal. The low frequency downstream waves are left-
hand polarised relative to the magnetic field, as expected
for Alfvén waves, and below the local ion cyclotron fre-
quency. These are consistent with ion cyclotron waves gen-
erated by non-gyrotropic proton distributions downstream
of the shock, Doppler shifted to lower frequencies by their

From Horbury et al. (2001)

S. N. Walker et al.: Electric fields at quasi-perpendicular shocks 2293
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Cluster shock crossings 31st March 2001

Fig. 3. Overview of the shock crossing on 31 March 2001 at 17:18 UT. The top panel shows the magnitude of the magnetic field measured
by FGM. The second panel shows the magnitude of the electric field measured in the satellites spin plane. The lower two panels show the
spin plane components Ex and Ey .

filter. It should be noted that whilst the spin component has
been removed the data still contains some artifacts that are
due to the individual probes passing through the wake of the
satellite. These effects show up in the data as peaks in the
electric field occurring at a frequency corresponding to twice
the spin period. This effect is most prominent in the solar
wind. This implies that the estimate of the actual solar wind
electric field in the satellite spin plane will be overestimated.
Magnetic field data from the fluxgate magnetometer (FGM)
(Balogh et al., 1997), have been used to identify the shock
regions and therefore, put the electric field observations into
context. These data have a sampling frequency of 5Hz. The
upstream plasma density was calculated from the plasma line
observed in the WHISPER (Décréau et al., 1997) spectra.

3 Shock crossings

In this section the analysis of two example shocks is de-
scribed. A total of 54 shock crossings, occurring on 11 sepa-
rate days were investigated but not all could be analysed fully
for various reasons, such as unavailability of certain data sets,
or the accuracy of the shock normal.

3.1 Shock 1: 31 March 2001, 17:18 UT

The first shock crossing discussed occurred on 31 March
2001 at around 17:18 UT. At this time, the satellites were on
the outbound leg of their orbit, at a position (9.4, 1.4, 9.0)RE

GSE and travelling at around 2 kms−1. The satellite tetrahe-
dron configuration is shown in Fig. 2 and is fairly regular
in nature with an elongation e=0.12 and a planarity p=0.23.
It should be noted that on this day the conditions in the solar
wind were somewhat abnormal due to the passage of a CME.
Measurements in the solar wind by Cluster indicated that the
magnitude of the magnetic field was of the order of 30 nT, the
normal for this shock (based upon FGM crossing times) is
nB=(0.94, −0.17, 0.293) (in the GSE frame), and the shock
velocity was determined to be 48.92 kms−1. Other relevant
parameters are θBn≈87◦ and a density n≈19 cm−1. The high
value of the field resulted in an unusually small β≈0.07. The
Alfvén Mach number for this shock (Ma≈3.6) lies close to
the First and Second Critical Mach numbers and therefore
the state of the solar wind would lead to favourable condi-
tions for the formation of quasi-electrostatic sub-shocks at
the shock front (Balikhin et al., 2002). Alfvénic Mach num-
bers are quoted rather than Magnetosonic Mach numbers, as

From Walker et al. (2004)

Cluster measurements of magnetic (left) and electric (right) fields at the
quasi-perpendicular terrestrial bow shock
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Heliospheric shocks: in situ observations (particles)

SCKOPKE ET AL.' GYRATING IONS AT THE PERPENDICULAR BOW SHOCK 6125 

ISEE 2 ORBIT 7 INBOUND 7 NOV 1977 
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Fig. 2. Ion velocity space distributions for the inbound shock crossing on November 7, 1977, spanning the range from 
the pure solar wind to the shock ramp. To emphasize the evolution of the distributions, only every other of those 
measured is shown. The relative positions where the measurements were made are indicated by the dots on the plasma 
density profiles shown as insets that cover an interval of 2.5 min. The distributions are shown as contours of constant 
phase space density in two-dimensional velocity space, f(v, •b)= const, where v is the ion speed and •b is the ecliptic 
azimuth of the velocity vector, with •b = 0 pointing toward the sun on the left. Density levels represented by adjacent 
contours differ by an order of magnitude. The plus symbols indicate the coordinate origin v = 0 in the spacecraft (or, 
approximately, the shock) frame of reference with the velocity scale given in the first frame. The dashed line in this frame is 
the projection of a vector parallel to the shock front and perpendicular to the magnetic field, onto the ecliptic plane. The 
asterisks in frames 2 and 9 indicate the speed and azimuth of specularly reflected ions at their forward turning point and 
near the shock ramp, respectively. 

the front reduces the energy associated with the normal speeds 
of the transmitted ions by the same amount, that of the ions in 
the main beam as well as that of the secondary ions. This 
approximation is justified because in perpendicular shocks the 
ramp is much narrower than an ion gyroradius [e.g., Biskarnp, 
1973; Russell and Greenstadt, 1979]. For the construction of 
Figure 1 we have chosen the potential difference across the 
ramp such that the downstream normal speed of the main 
beam v.* is reduced to a third of its upstream value: 

On* --- Vin/3 (8) 

Simultaneously, the magnetic field magnitude has been in- 
creased by a factor of 3, which reduces the downstream gyro- 
radius Rg* accordingly. 

The third pair of velocity space diagrams in Figure 1 shows 
the idealized distributions expected immediately downstream 
of the ramp at :•- 0-. The position of the main beam has 
been moved along the normal direction to its new position 
labeled VMs, and the open symbol representing the transmitted 
secondary ions has been shifted accordingly. It is immediately 
obvious that these ions continue to gyrate in the downstream 
rest frame, but because of (7) their gyrospeed is slightly higher 
than upstream vg • 2.151vi. I. At distances greater than about 1 
R•* downstream from the shock, the trajectory of a single ion 
intersects a plane :• -- const more than once, as shown on the 
left hand side of the figure. Correspondingly, multiple clusters 
of secondary ions appear in velocity space. At a given down- 
stream point of observation, these peaks are caused by ions 
originating from different locations on the front. A similar 
situation can occur upstream from the quasi-parallel shock 
[Gosling et al., 1982]. The fourth pair of diagrams applies to 
:• = -D with D = 1.2 R•* and D = 2.0 R•*, respectively. If the 
ion motion remained laminar indefinitely, such structures 
would be periodically repeated with increasing distance. 

Various effects, however, will tend to smear out these struc- 
tures so that rings or toruses of secondary ions, centered at the 
magnetosheath bulk velocity, are likely to result in velocity 
space, at least temporarily as an intermediate step toward 
thermalization. We have observed both multiple groups of 
gyrating ions and toruses downstream of a number of shocks 
(see section 5). 

4. OBSERVATIONS VERSUS MODEL PREDICTIONS: 
THE FOOT REGION 

In this section we first present the data obtained on a few 
bow shock crossings and compare the observed properties of 
the secondary ion beams to features predicted by the simple 
model outlined above. The shock geometries were similar to 
those shown in Figure 1; in particular, in all three cases the 
magnetic field was almost perpendicular to the x'-y' plane of 
that figure so that the motion of specularly reflected ions was 
very nearly confined to this plane, i.e., perpendicular to B. 
Parameters characterizing these crossings may be found in 
Table 1. In section 4.2 we then discuss an extension of the 
model, which may resolve some of the discrepancies en- 
countered. 

4.1. Observations 

Our first example is the high Mach number, high fi, nearly 
perpendicular shock crossing of November 7, 1977, many as- 
pects of which have been discussed in paper 1 (see also Bame 
et al. [1979] and Gurgiolo et al. [1981]). Figure 2 shows a 
sequence of ion velocity space distributions observed by ISEE 
2 as it moved inward toward and across the shock; corre- 
sponding data from ISEE 1 were given in Figure 2 of paper 1. 
The sequence starts in the unperturbed solar wind and extends 
to inside the shock ramp. The insets in the upper left corner of 
each frame show the time profile of the electron density, and 

From Sckopke et al. (1983)

GOSLING ET AL.: SUPRATHERMAL ELECTRONS AT EARTH'S BOW SHOCK 10,015 
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Fig. 2. (Top) Representative 3-s snapshots of electron velocity distributions obtained during the 1700 UT bow 
shock crossing on July 16, 1979. The distributions are shown as contours of constant phase space density, f(v), 
separated logarithmically (two contours per decade) in two-dimensional velocity space, where the sunward direction 
is to the left and the duskward direction is to the bottom. In constructing these contours we have assumed that 
the electrons at any measurement azimuth uniformly filled the acceptance fan of the instrument. The plus symbols 
at the center of each panel indicate zero speed in the spacecraft reference frame, and the numbers on the dotted 
circles indicate the velocity scale in kilometers per second. The vectors drawn represent the ecliptic projection 
of the measured magnetic field averaged over the time interval of the plasma measurement. The straight dashed 
line in panel 2 indicates the orientation of the shock surface. (Bottom) Electron density (per cubic centimeter), 
and temperature (degrees Kelvin) profiles for the 1700 UT bow shock crossing are also shown. Numbered vertical 
lines refer to the times of the measurements shown above. 

stream along the field or downstream; however, our best 
estimate, based on the high-resolution magnetic field data 
and a model shock normal, is that they were escaping up- 
stream. At the time these electrons appeared, the bulk of 
the solar wind population was only moderately compressed 
and heated. As ISEE 2 progressed through the shock ramp 
(snapshot 3), further compression and heating of the solar 
wind electron population occurred, and the suprathermal 

electrons quickly became more isotropic. Finally, immedi- 
ately downstream from the ramp (snapshot 4), where the 
suprathermal electrons were most intense, the electrons at 
all energies were roughly isotropic. It is also apparent that 
downstream from the shock ramp the suprathermal electron 
population merged smoothly with the "thermal" electron 
population. 

The spectral continuity from low to high energies is 

From Gosling et al.
(1989)

ISEE measurements of ion (left) and electron (right) distributions at the
quasi-perpendicular terrestrial bow shock
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Magnetized shocks: cross-shock fields and ion motion

From Gedalin et al. (2000)

Cross-shock potential
decelerates ions at the ramp

Magnetic field jump reduces the
drift velocity

Downstream ions drift and
gyrate

Some gyrate back to ramp, cross
it and become reflected ions
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Magnetized shocks: gyrating ions and heating

Heating because of the ion gyration upon crossing the ramp with the
cross-shock potential. From Ofman et al. (2010).
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Magnetized shocks: cross-shock fields and electron motion
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From Gedalin and Griv (1999). Electrons are accelerated across the ramp
by the cross-shock electric field. Acceleration along the magnetic field
(adiabatic regime) changed into acceleration across (non-adiabatic regime)
when the inhomogeneity scale is small.
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Astrophysical shocks (sub-relativistic SNR)

Cas A supernova remnant in X-ray
(NASA/CXC/SAO).
Produced by a blast wave, observed
by emission in X, optical, and radio
ranges.

Shock velocities ∼ 5000 km/s
from radial expansion of
X-image

Interstellar magnetic field
∼ 5 · 10−6 G, compressed by a
factor of 4 (?) or more (?)

Ion (proton) density ∼ 5 cm−3,
up to ∼ 100 cm−3 in dense
regions

X-emission: bremsstrahlung
from heated electrons and
synchrotron (?) from
accelerated electrons
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Astrophysical shocks (ultra-relativistic GRB)

BeppoSAX follow-up observations
(X-ray) of the region of the
Gamma-ray burst GRB 970228.
From 10 hours to 4 days.

January 20, 2004 4:12 WSPC/Guidelines-IJMPA rev

16 B. Zhang & P. Mészáros
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Fig. 6. Several well-monitored broad-band afterglow lightcurves. Upper left: GRB 970228 (Ref.79
and references therein); Upper right: GRB 990510 (from Ref.33), notice the achromatic jet break;
Bottom: GRB 030329 (from Ref.48), Notice irregularities in the lightcurves and the association of
a supernova bump.

(d) Essentially every GRB with an afterglow detection has an underlying host
galaxy. The GRB host galaxy properties (magnitude, redshift distribution,
morphologies, etc) are typical of normal, faint, star forming galaxies13. The
GRB afterglow’s positional o!sets with respect to the host galaxy are con-
sistent with GRBs being associated with the star forming regions in the
galaxies160;

(e) GRBs are at cosmological distances. Their redshifts are usually measured
from the emission features of the host galaxies or the absorption features
imposed on the afterglow continuum. As of October 2003, there are about
33 redshift measurements, and detected redshifts range from 0.168 for GRB
030329 (or 0.0085 for GRB 980425) to 4.5 for GRB 000131. See Ref.226 for
a compilation of the afterglow data, including redshifts;

(f) At least some GRBs are associated with supernova explosions. A famous
example was GRB980425/SN1998bw association28,29. SN 1998bw was a pe-
culiar, energetic Type Ib/c supernova. Using it as a template, other possible
associations have been claimed by identifying a reddened bump in the op-
tical afterglow lightcurves of GRB 980326227, GRB 970228228,229, GRB

Afterglow in various ranges. From
Zhang & Meszaros (2003).
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Magnetization and scales

Terrestrial
bow shock

SNR shock GRB shock

Velocity ∼ 10−3c ∼ 10−2 −
10−1c

γ ∼ 102

Magnetic field ∼ 10−4G ∼ 10−5 −
10−6G

∼ 10−6G

Ion convective
gyroradius

∼ 103km ∼ 105 −
107km

∼ 1010km

Shock size ∼ 105km 1013km ∼ 109 −
1011km
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Low magnetization = high Mach number

Let σ ≡ B2/4πnmc2 = (VA/c)2 � 1

Mach number: M = V /VA = (V /c)(1/
√
σ)

Terrestrial
bow shock

SNR shock GRB shock

Alfven speed,
km/s

∼ 101 − 102 ∼ 10 ∼ 10

σ 10−8 10−8 − 10−10 10−10

Mach number ∼ 10 ∼ 102 − 103 ∼ 104

σ does not change much

Alfven speed differs by an order of magnitude

Mach number increases due to the increase of V /c !

() COSPAR2010 13 / 21



High V /c ⇒

Displacement current important

∇× B =
4π

c
j +

1

c

∂E

∂t

Electromagnetic counterparts of instabilities more important

Suppression of (parallel) electrostatic two-stream instability and
development of (perpendicular) electromagnetic filamentary instability

Magnetic field generation by counterstreaming beams

Magnetic field no longer compressed but produced (different pattern) in
the inflow and reflected flow interaction
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Unmagnetized shocks: filamentary instability

L40 SPITKOVSKY Vol. 673

Fig. 1.—Density profiles during the formation of the shock.m /m p 500i e

The incoming flow is moving to the left with .g p 150

Fig. 2.—Steady state structure of a collisionless shock. (a) Den-m /m p 100i e

sity structure in the simulation plane (normalized by the unperturbed upstream
density). (b) Magnetic energy density , in units of the upstream energy density.eB

(c) Transversely averaged plasma density. (d) Transversely averaged .eB

500, 1000. The transverse box size varied so that the box en-
compassed !40 upstream ion skin depths (2048 cells for

, 30; 4096 cells for ; 8192 cells form /m p 16 m /m p 100i e i e

, 1000). The longitudinal size expanded with them /m p 500i e

simulation time up to 105 cells for , correspondingm /m p 100i e

to (this was our longest run). We typically used two310 c/qpi

particles per cell per species in the unperturbed upstream, which
increased to six behind the shock due to shock compression. We
have tested larger numbers of particles per cell and larger trans-
verse box sizes, but the results did not appreciably change.

3. SHOCK STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION

In Figure 1, we display the time sequence of transversely
averaged density profiles that show the formation of a shock
in a plasma (the same occurs for other mass ra-m /m p 500i e

tios). Initially the flow with density and is movingn g p 151 0

to the left. After the bounce from the wall, the reflected and
the incoming plasmas stream through each other, increasing the
density to (Fig. 1a). The electrons undergo Weibel insta-2n1

bility and thermalize to their upstream kinetic energy, but the
ions are still cold. After ! , the density near the wall!1100qpi

begins to rise, as the ions are randomizing (Fig. 1b). The ions
at the head of the reflected flow are still cold and propagate
close to c into the upstream. This is the “initialization pre-
cursor”—fast particles that are the remnants of the initial col-
lision. They appear as a moving density bump that always
outruns the shock (Figs. 1b–1f). With time, this bump is eroded
as the particles decelerate. We define the shock as the density
compression that propagates away from the wall in Figures 1b–
1f. The shock satisfies the downstream frame hydrodynamic
jump conditions after the initial transient: n /n p G /(G !2 1 ad ad

, where the adiabatic index is1) " 1/[g (G ! 1)] p 3.130 ad

, appropriate for a two-dimensional relativistic gas.G p 3/2ad

When the initialization precursor erodes so that the density
in front of the shock is close to the unperturbed upstream
density, the shock becomes steady. In this stage, the integrated
quantities through the shock do not significantly evolve as the
shock moves through the grid. The shock structure snapshot
in this stage is shown in Figure 2 for a section around250c/qpi

the shock from the simulation. The shock speedm /m p 100i e

is close to , in1/2v p c(G ! 1)[(g ! 1)/(g " 1)] p 0.47cad 0 0shock

accord with jump conditions. Plasma density (Fig. 2a) shows
filamentation in the upstream region with filaments reaching

in size. Magnetic energy (Fig. 2b) is also filamentary10c/qpi

with enhancements at the edges of density filaments. Filamen-
tation is driven mainly by the ion dynamics, and the shock
compression starts where the filaments merge and disintegrate.
The shock transition, which is ! thick (Fig. 2c), cor-20c/qpi

responds to a peak in the magnetic energy (Fig. 2d). Incoming
flow is isotropized by this magnetic field. While the magnetic
energy density at the shock can reach local equipartition with
the upstream flow energy ( ), the trans-2 2e { B /4pg n m c ! 1B 0 1 i

versely averaged magnetic energy is near 10%–15% of equi-
partition. The shock thickness is on the order of several ion
Larmor radii in the self-generated magnetic field [R pl

], although the ions do not undergo!(c/q )/ e ! 3 ! 5c/qpi B pi

complete reflections. Magnetic filaments that are created in the
upstream flow are destroyed in the shock, and the downstream
magnetic field forms islands as in the pair shock simulations
(CSA08). The field energy decays below ; how-!3e ! 4 # 10B

ever, runs with more particles/cell are needed to reliably study
the downstream field evolution and to determine whether
shocks can generate persistent magnetic fields.

The filaments of density and magnetic field are not stationary
in front of the shock. They are advected with the upstream
flow and merge on the transit time of a filament toward the
shock. As a result, the individual clumps that enter the shock
change over time; however, the average density profile is rel-
atively stable.

4. ELECTRON HEATING

In the steady state, the shock is not influenced by the wall or
the initial collision. It is a self-propagating structure. In order to
maintain continuing filamentation in the upstream, the cold in-
coming fluid should experience counterstreaming, which is pro-
vided by a population of particles escaping from the downstream
(Milosavljevic et al. 2006; SA08). In Figure 3, we show the
longitudinal momentum space for ions (Fig. 3b) and electrons
(Fig. 3c) for the run. The incoming flow has neg-m /m p 100i e

ative values of four-velocity. In this snapshot, the flow is stopped
and thermalized at the shock for (Fig. 3a showsx ! 250c/qpi

the density structure of the shock for reference). There is a clear
population of particles with positive four-velocities streaming
away from the shock. These particles, although hotter and more
tenuous than the incoming fluid, cause the filamentation insta-
bility in the upstream. A structure with positive four-velocity at

in Figure 3b is the remnant of the initializationx 1 450c/qpi

precursor. Over time, its contribution to the initiation of fila-
mentation diminishes (we have seen it disappear completely in
runs with smaller mass ratios). The particles reflected from the
shock occupy a region that extends " before the shock300c/qpi

for the times to which we have evolved the simulation.
From Figure 3c, it is clear that the electrons thermalize with

g-factors that significantly exceed , suggesting electron heat-g0

ing before the shock. To quantify this effect, we plot the average
energy per particle normalized by the upstream ion energy in

No. 1, 2008 ELECTRON-ION COLLISIONLESS SHOCKS L41

Fig. 3.—Internal structure of the shock. (a) Average densitym /m p 100i e

profile. (b) Momentum space density for ions. (c) Momentum spaceN(x, gb )x

density for electrons. (d) Average particle energy for particles that move toward
the shock (in units of upstream ion energy). Red: ions; blue: electrons. The
dashed lines show the average energy that includes reflected particles.
(e) Particle spectrum in the downstream slice centered on . Red:x p 150c/qpi

ions; blue: electrons. (f) Spectrum in the upstream slice at .x p 530c/qpi

Figure 3d with red and blue curves for ions and electrons,
respectively. The solid lines show only the electrons and ions
that are moving toward the shock; these lines show the partition
of energy in a fluid element as it approaches the shock. The
electrons gain 35% of the initial ion energy by the time they
reach the downstream. In the units of downstream ion energy,
the electrons are at 50% of equipartition with the ions. If we
include the reflected particles into the mean energy calculation
(Fig. 3d, dashed line), both species show reheating near the
shock, indicating that the reflected particles are a separate pop-
ulation that get their energy by bouncing off the shock front
and can spend more time near the shock than the transit time
of the incoming fluid. The energy spectra of slices from the
upstream (Fig. 3f ) and the downstream (Fig. 3e) show that
while in the upstream the ions were a cold beam and electrons
were thermalized to their initial energy, in the downstream both
species are near-Maxwellian distributions with similar temper-
atures. A non-Maxwellian tail can also be observed, especially
in electrons, and is due to reflected particles (A. Spitkovsky
2008, in preparation).

We studied the mechanism of electron heating by plotting
the orbits of particles from simulations. The ion filaments are
not completely neutral, with an excess of positive charge in
the middle of the filament and a shielding negative charge on
the periphery. Hence, there is an electric field that accelerates

electrons to the center of the filament (in addition to giving
the motion with the filament toward the shock). In gen-E # B
eral, this acceleration is reversible as the electrons lose energy
on the way out of the filament (Hededal et al. 2004; Medvedev
2006). However, the development of Weibel instability in-
creases the charge of the filaments with time, so on every return
particles experience a deeper potential well and increase the
amplitude of energy oscillations. In the nonlinear stage of the
instability (near the shock), the filaments merge and break up
on the timescale of electron oscillation in the filament. In this
region, the hot electrons can switch ion filaments while re-
taining their energy. Electrons are also attracted to isolated
clumps of positive charge that result from the breakup of ion
filaments near the shock. When averaged in the transverse di-
rection, these clumps of charge form an attractive electrostatic
potential well extending ! in front of the shock that200c/qpi

accelerates electrons and decelerates ions. The potential is var-
iable on the timescale of transit of charge clumps, so the elec-
trons can retain some of the gained energy after exiting the
well and crossing the shock. A detailed theory of the heating
process will be presented elsewhere.

5. DISCUSSION

In this Letter, we study the structure of collisionless shocks
in an initially unmagnetized relativistic electron-ion plasma.
Our two-dimensional PIC simulations are sufficiently large to
resolve the formation of a shock as a density jump of thickness
! that satisfies the hydrodynamic jump conditions. Self-20c/qpi

generated transverse magnetic fields reach 15% of the initial
ion energy in the shock transition. An important ingredient is
the foreshock region that extends several hundred intoc/qpi

the upstream. Here, the incoming cold flow interacts with the
hot tenuous plasma that escapes from the downstream. This
interaction leads to the ion Weibel instability and the formation
of filaments of current and density. Electrons oscillating in the
electromagnetic field of the growing and merging ion filaments
are efficiently heated close to equipartition with the ions. This
heating is essential to the formation of unmagnetized shocks.
As was pointed out by Lyubarsky & Eichler (2006), ion Weibel
instability slows down if electrons have temperature much
smaller than the ion energy. Such electrons can efficiently
screen the ion filaments from mutual attraction. Electron heat-
ing reduces this shielding, increasing the electron Larmor radius
and skin depth and allowing them to leave the filaments more
easily. This increases the charge separation inside the filaments
and facilitates merging. Electron acceleration in ion filaments
was previously discussed by Hededal et al. (2004) and Med-
vedev (2006). In the shock context, we can also point out the
effects that can allow electrons to keep the gained energy: the
evolution and merging of filaments on the transit time to the
shock and the escape of energized electrons from the filaments.
This creates a time-varying potential well in front of the shock,
which contributes to net heating.

The amount of heating we find is considerable—the down-
stream electron energy fraction is . This supports thee ! 0.5e

canonical picture of GRB afterglows, where the electron energy
fraction in the radiating electrons is commonly inferrede ! 0.1e

(Piran 2005). We note that the bulk of our downstream electrons
is thermal (Fig. 3f ), so it is reasonable to assume that the energy
fraction in the nonthermal component, once it appears, would
be smaller than what we obtain. Our result also constrains the
minimum electron Lorentz factor in an accelerated power law
to be ! (cf. Eichler & Waxman 2005). The heatingg m /m0 p e

From Spitkovsky (2008)
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Filamentary instability in brief

Counterstreaming beams move
in z direction

Perpendicular (kx) filamentary
mode: develop By and Ez
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keep moving near the nodes of
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Filamentary instability in brief
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scale growth with time,
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From Gedalin et al. (2010).
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Filamentary instability: field pattern
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Magnetic and electric (inductive and electrostatic) fields expected to
develop simultaneously during filamentary instability (two proton beams +
electron background). After Yalinewich and Gedalin (2010).
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Electron heating by developing filamentary instability
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Model:

Time-dependent magnetic and electric (inductive and electrostatic)
fields - corresponds to the proton stage of the instability in the
foreshock (counter-streaming proton beams with hot electron
background)

Initially Maxwellian background electrons - corresponds to the heated
electrons produced at the electron stage of the instability in the
foreshock
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Filamentary structure: ion and electron motion

The fields are time-dependent during the instability development up
to the global saturation at the highest (nearly equipartition) magnetic
field

Ions are moving against Ez , are not sensitive to electrostatic
modulations, are decelerated

Electrons are moving against Ez , are accelerated, non-stationary
filamentary fields together with electrostatic modulations scatter
electrons

Cross-shock electric field is not ordered as in magnetized shocks

BUT - may produce net cross-shock potential due to the
inhomogeneous density of backstreaming particles (Spitkovsky, private
communication)

Cross-shock electric field is responsible for ion deceleration, electron
acceleration and heating, provides energy transfer from ions and
electrons, similarly to magnetized shocks
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Conclusions

Similar

Cross-shock electric field (along the shock normal = along the plasma
flow) develops

The cross-shock electric field is responsible for the ion deceleration
and electron energization

Magnetic field responsible for ion reflection

Different

Nonstationary fields

Electron reflection at the shock front

Extended foreshock
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